Disaster Recovery
Securing a backup of your mission-critical company data
in the event of a disaster is vital. Avoid costly downtime
and the immense hassle of restoring data—or even
worse, losing it—by deploying a cloud disaster
recovery solution.

Disaster Recovery Planning
Cloud disaster recovery solutions at Green House Data are customized to suit your business needs,
save you the most money, and ensure rapid recovery when necessary. Whether you’re based in the
cloud or own physical infrastructure, when disaster strikes, simply power on a virtual machine or
transfer an image to get back to work in
minutes.
• No physical hardware to manage
• Regularly scheduled testing to meet
your continuity requirements
• SSAE 16-Type II, HIPAA, and
PCI compliant
• Replicates and recovers both
physical and cloud server
environments
• Fully redundant data center facilities
• Rapid recovery times

“

Green House Data helped us
create a custom cloud disaster
recovery solution that has
greatly reduced costs and
eased our concerns of
data loss in an emergency.”

Custom Backup Solutions
In addition to the gBlock Cloud®, we partner with the best names in the business so you can
seamlessly backup your existing cloud, in-house data center, or hybrid environments.
We mix and match from VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM), Veeam, Avamar, Zerto and other
backup options to create custom solutions for every customer. We also provide traditional tape
backups with mirrored server hardware, or other options upon request.
Outages might be rare, but they can have a very real impact on your business. Some 65% of small
businesses have no data backup in place. Don’t be one of them.
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Disaster Recovery
VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) integrates with existing vCenter environments, allowing a single point of control
for replication, disaster recovery management, non-disruptive testing, automated failover/fallback and planned migration.
Create and manage your recovery plans, map machines to a failover site, specify boot sequences, automate recovery
testing, monitor site availability, and automatically reconfigure destination IP settings.
The VMware SRM includes support for third party replication and storage arrays. Green House Data can create and
manage your disaster recovery plan with Site Recovery Manager, or you can maintain control through our user portal.

Disaster/Outage Timeline
Veeam backup takes a snapshot of your
current VM that can be recovered in as little as
two minutes. For current VMware users, there is
no additional licensing necessary.
Simply backup the snapshot file to any file
server, login to a secondary server and turn on
the snapshot as a new VM (with your backed
up data), or replicate to an ESXi host. Veeam
provides compression and deduplication to
save data storage and improve backup and
restoration times.

Avamar backup and recovery software creates fast daily backups for VMware environments,
applications, servers and personal computers. Deduplication removes redundant files, reducing bandwidth and storage
usage by up to 99%.
The VMware edition includes guest and image-level backup options. Image backup or single files can be recovered to
the original VM, a different existing VM, or a new VM. Avamar is approved for protecting the VCE vBlock. All data is
encrypted during transmission and upon storage for additional security. You can manage your backups with a
convenient web-management dashboard.

Zerto is a hardware-agnostic disaster recovery solution that integrates with vCenter for fast, automated replication. It
automates failover and failback processes including the creation of all VMs, reconfiguring IP addresses, and execution
of custom scripts. Zerto uses continuous replication, not snapshots, resulting in a faster production environment. Other
features include one-click failover testing, point-in-time recovery, and “Virtual Protection Groups” to easily protect
environments spanning multiple VMs with a single policy.
Avamar is a registered trademark of EMC Corporation. VMware, ESXi, and VMware vSphere are registered trademarks or trademarks of VMware, Inc. Veeam Backup and Restoration is a registered trademark of Veeam Software.
Zerto is a registered trademark of Zerto. All trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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